GENERAL COMMENTS
This study reports the results of an fMRI study investigating the effects of different health warnings on neural responses. I have a number of concerns and queries regarding this manuscript which I would like the authors to address and which are presented below in roughly the order in which they appear in the manuscript. I also have a number of relatively major concerns with the manuscript, concerning the stimuli used -specifically, the lack of control images and the apparent lack of validation of the health warnings into the different health warning categories. I provide more information about these concerns in points 2 and 19 below, and in particular, would appreciate a detailed response to these concerns. Methods 1. More information about how the health warnings were created should be provided. For example, the authors report that health warnings were taken from 'different countries', but it is not clear which countries these were taken from and whether warnings were redesigned so they all had a similar format. (From Figure 1 this seems to be the case, but this should be clarified in the text). 2. A major concern is that the authors do not seem to have validated the health warning categories each warning was assigned to. For example, how was it decided that images fitted into the suffering category? Was this decided only by the authors? Indeed, in the discussion, the authors state that there may have been some contamination between the groups of health warnings. Given that this manuscript aimed specifically to distinguish between neural patterns for the different health warnings, it seems important to confirm that the study participants considered these health warnings to belong to these categories. This would have been achieved by asking a subset of participants before the main experiment to report which category the health warnings fitted into. 3. It also does not appear that the text health warnings used were adequately counterbalanced between the three health warning groups. Given that the authors aimed to distinguish between the different pictorial health warnings, it seems important to only change the pictorial used and keep the text consistent. Instead, the health warning texts were different between the health warning subtypes. Thus, any differences observed may be a result of the text used, rather than the pictorial. 4. It is not clear why ratings of the self-reported arousal and effectiveness of the health warnings were carried out prior to the main imaging experiment. Given that familiarisation with the warnings was a concern, these ratings should have been conducted after the imaging phase -what was the justification for doing this before the main study? 5. Were health warnings randomly assigned within blocks and runs? 6. Further clarification about the structure of the runs and blocks should be provided. Currently, the authors state that in each run (of which there were 4), 570 images were presented (57 images, each presented 10 times). However, the authors later state that in each run, there were 10 blocks of each stimulus type and in each block, 5 health warnings were shown. If this were the case, only 150 images would be shown in each run. This discrepancy should be clarified and it should be made clear how many stimuli were shown in each block and each run. 7. In the 'Smoking Status Screening' section, the authors state that participants were screened to confirm smoking status. However, it is not clear what screening cut-offs were used and whether any participants were excluded based on this screening. 8. The structure of the methods and in particular the procedures section should be reconsidered. Currently, information which should not be in the procedure (i.e. 'Image acquisition') is included, whereas information about the scan is not included. Information concerning the pre-study health warning rating should also be included in the Procedures section. There is no information in the procedure concerning what happened after scanning and how participants were debriefed and reimbursed. 9. In the 'Neural responses to HWLs' section, the total run time is reported as 10 minutes and 24 sections and in the 'Image acquisition' section this is 10 minutes and 30 seconds. 10. In the Data processing and Modelling section, more information regarding how the data from the different runs was aggregated should be included. Results 11. In the 'Self-reported ratings of HWLs' section, the authors should report the results of the one-way ANOVA before reporting the results of the post-hoc tests. 12. It is not clear why participants were asked to report both effectiveness and arousal ratings for the health warnings. Why was an aggregate score for each health warning not used? The authors note that a 'similar pattern of results' was obtained when analysing the effectiveness ratings, however it is not clear whether this refers to the analysis of the self-reported ratings or of the imaging data. 13. In the 'fMRI one back task' section, the authors should make it clear why only data from 176 out of 200 runs were analysed -was this due to hardware error, participant error, task error etc? Is this exclusion of data the same for imaging data? 14. The final sentence of the 'fMRI one back task' section is unclear and should be reworded. 15. The first sentence of the second paragraph of the 'Main effects of pictorial HWLS on neural responses' section should be reworded for simplicity. 16. It is not clear why peak activations were used to identify ROIs for the additional analyses of the correlation between brain activation and self-reported ratings, rather than anatomically defined regions.
Were anatomically defined regions used for the previous analyses? 17. The 'fMRI response' section should be divided into further sections, including those for the primary outcome -the main effects of pictorial HWLs on neural responses, and the secondary outcomes -the correlation between self-reported ratings and neural responses, and the exploratory outcomes -the effect of BOLD signal adaptation. In addition, the section on the correlation seems to be split into two separate paragraphs in the results section. 18. For the multiple regression analysis for the correlation between self-reported ratings and neural responses, the authors should make it clear whether means for neural responses and self-reported ratings were calculated at the participant level (i.e. a single mean for each participant for the IV and DV), or whether these were calculated at the HWL level (i.e. a mean for each HWL for each participant for both the IV and DV). 19. Given that few differences were observed between the different HWLs, it would have been interesting to measure brain activation to control images. Perhaps this is only evident with hindsight, but could the authors please explain why control images were not included in the initial design. Without control images, it is difficult to disentangle what brain activation was unique to the health warnings. 20. Participants gave low self-reported ratings of the arousing nature of the symbolic health warnings. From Figure 5 , it appears as though a floor effect may be effecting the correlations. The authors should explore this possibility and perhaps include this as a limitation in the discussion. 21. It is not clear why the correlation between activation in the OCC and self-reported ratings is presented in Figure 5 and not any other region, particularly given the OCC is not mentioned in the text. Figure 1 should be completed. 34. Figure 2 should be reformatted according to journal style (i.e. removing heading, border, gridlines). The y axis label should also be relabelled as the rating scale went from 1-9, not 1-10 (and this is also incongruent with the y axis which goes from 0 to 8). The caption for this figure should also be edited, as currently, information about error bars are presented twice and the apostrophe on HWLs should be removed. 35. In Figure 4B , the labels on the x axis should read 'Run' rather than 'Session'. This is the first study to examine brain activation patterns while smokers view pictorial health warning labels (HWL) for tobacco packages. The goals of the study were 1) identify the neural responses associated with viewing HWL depicting the consequences of smoking, personal suffering and symbolic representations of risk and 2) examine the relationship between self-report data on the effects of HWL and brain responses to health warnings. To accomplish these goals, 50 moderate to heavy smokers were scanned while viewing HWL that were repeated across the 4 fMRI runs. Results included whole-brain and region of interest (ROI) analyses, which showed greater activations in prefrontal, insula, amygdala and visual processing areas to HWL. Moreover, visual processing activations were correlated with self-report data.
Overall, this is an innovative study utilizing neuroimaging tools to answer questions that could inform tobacco policies and future public health campaigns. However, enthusiasm for the study is dampened due to minor weaknesses with the current manuscript.
• One limitation of the study is a lack of control images. Would the authors expect similar patterns of activation if images not related to smoking were used? For example if pictures of people suffering outside of the context of smoking --this would answer the question of what aspects of the results are specifically associated with HWL vs. emotional processing.
We agree with this point. We did not include control images as we were mainly interested with maximizing our statistical power for the conditions/comparisons of interest (pictorial HWLs, regression, etc.). We acknowledge and discuss this weakness in the new Study Limitations section on page 23, line 8 of the revised manuscript. "Understanding how the brain responds to HWLs can inform the optimal development of HWLs. For example, studies on smokers' neural responses to different types of anti-smoking ads has found that the strength of neural responses predicts subsequent individual-level cessation behavior(52) as well as population-level cessation attempts (i.e., volume of calls to quitlines) due to different types of ads once they are aired in media campaigns.(67) While the current study does not report on behavioral change, future research should. Furthermore, if the predictive validity of these methods is established, they could be used to evaluate the efficacy of a range of HWL content and presentation styles. The cost-effectiveness of fMRI compared to self-report studies should also be assessed, particularly if they provide consistent results, as we have found here. Data regarding neural adaptation caused by repeated exposure to pictorial HWLs could also be important in terms of informing the creation of HWLs designed for maximum long-lasting impact. HWLs are likely to be most effective if they elicit consumer responses over time. Indeed, the motivation to process messages changes over time, as does the motivation to quit smoking (68) and HWLs effects may become more potent as these motivations change. Knowing more about the process of adaptation to different types of HWL content, including potential differences in the processes of adaptation across diverse groups, may help with designing HWLs that are most likely to discourage smoking."
• Given that literature that show gender differences in behavioral studies of HWL, were there any gender differences in brain responses to HWL?
We are not aware of prior research that finds consistent gender differences in responses to HWLs and so have not reported on this in the current manuscript. A preliminary analysis of activation within our a priori ROIs did not reveal any gender differences in response to the HWLs. We should also note that in the current dataset, and in terms of the self-reported ratings, there were no differences in how males and females rated graphic, suffering or symbolic stimuli (all p's > 0.20). Our results do not rule out the possibility that when there are gender differences, they may be supported by brain differences.
• Given that the ROIs were defined functionally based on the all conditions vs. rest contrast as oppose to anatomically -why did the authors limit the ROI analyses to the amygdala, insula and visual association areas and not include all regions (e.g. prefrontal) that showed a main effect?
We limited our analysis to areas that, based on a review of the literature (Page 5, lines 1-18), were expected to differentiate between emotional images. We also had pilot data (from an earlier study in our group that is under review), that indicated these areas were activated by pictorial HWLs. We report whole brain analyses in response to a reviewer request (Supplementary Material -Tables 2-4 ), but we feel that a discussion of all of these areas is beyond the scope of the present paper. We ran correlations with activity (determined inductively from the whole brain analysis) reported from the numerous areas identified in the main analysis (graphic-rest, suffering-rest, symbolic-rest, and allrest), but no results were significant (See below comment also for more detail).
• Page 13; line 3: The amygdala response is explained as nearly significant but p=.74 which is not significant. If this is a typo and it should be p=.07 this should be corrected, otherwise this should not be described as "nearly significant"
We apologize for this error. It is indeed meant to say p = 0.07. We have corrected this error in the revised manuscript. (Page 15, line 7).
• Instead of running a multiple regression analysis in SPM (or in addition to), it would be informative to include analysis specifically examining the ROI activations defined from the main effect analysis to examine correlations between self-report data and amygdala, insula and visual association area activations.
These sites (identified by peak voxels in our main effects analysis) did not correlate with behavioral ratings. This is the reason that we ran the multiple regression in SPM, which identified clusters of voxels within one of our ROIs (the visual association cortex) that correlated with self-report ratings. The visual cortex is very large, and it is not surprising that one area within the large cluster identified in the main effects analysis could be significant and identified using this analysis. The other additional sites we identified (precentral and inferior frontal) were not present in the main effects analysis. We ran correlations between self-reported ratings and BOLD signal extracted from sites identified in the main analysis to double check this and it is the case.
• Further explanation is needed in terms of the current results in comparison to previous behavioral studies of HWLs. How does this all fit together?
We have added an additional paragraph in the discussion that discusses the current behavioral results in terms of prior literature (Page 15, line 12) "Self-reported Ratings of Pictorial HWLs Results from the current study were generally consistent with prior research using self-reported responses to HWL stimuli. This research consistently indicates that smokers report stronger responses to HWLs with graphic imagery than to symbolic imagery. (10, 11, 31, 33, 34, 37) Results suggesting the greater impact of imagery of suffering than graphic imagery are not necessarily inconsistent with this research. Indeed, a number of the suffering images included graphic elements, and HWLs that combine the two may be may be most effective. (31) Nevertheless, as for self-report research, future fMRI research is needed to determine whether neural responses predict meaning behavioral change (i.e., quitting smoking) or perceptual change (e.g., better understanding of risks, particularly among youth). In general, however, this study suggests that fMRI and self-report produce similar results. One possible concern with the present results is that we did not confirm our specific sample of participants considered each pictorial HWL to belong to one category or another. Future research may consider asking participants to sort pictorial HWLs into categories to address this concern."
• Further explanation is needed in terms of how understanding the brain responses associated with HWL will inform tobacco policy and public health? In addition to revising and rewriting the discussion, we have added an additional section, "Possible Implications for Public Health Policy", prior to the new Study Limitations section on page 22, line 15. "Understanding how the brain responds to HWLs can inform the optimal development of HWLs. For example, studies on smokers' neural responses to different types of anti-smoking ads has found that the strength of neural responses elicited by health messaging predicts subsequent individual-level behavioral change as well as the population-level efficacy of different types of ads responses to ads once they are aired in media campaigns.(52) While the current study does not report on behavioral change, future research should. Furthermore, if predictive validity of these methods is established, they could be used to assess the behavioral effects of other types of HWL content. The costeffectiveness of fMRI compared to self-report studies should also be assessed, particularly if they provide consistent results, as we have found here. Data regarding neural adaptation caused by repeated exposure to pictorial HWLs is could also be important in terms of informing the creation of HWLs designed for maximum long-lasting impact. Arguably, HWLs will only be effective to the extent that they continue to elicit responses from the consumer. Knowing whether or not consumers differentially adapt to different types of HWL content will allow for choice of HWLs that are most likely to discourage smoking."
• Are there any correlations between brain response to HWL and dependence levels (e.g. CPD)?
We examined this issue. There were no correlations between the brain's response to HWLs in our regions of interest and CPD.
• Tables 1-5 captions stat that the results are p<.05 "FEW corrected" -this should be FWE corrected.
Thank you for catching this error. We have replaced FEW with FWE in the revised manuscript.
• Subheadings with in the Results section would help the reader follow the analysis -right now it is a little confusing and takes some time to pull out the relevant results that are discussed in the Discussion.
We have added subheadings to the revised discussion to enable easier reading. This study reports the results of an fMRI study investigating the effects of different health warnings on neural responses. I have a number of concerns and queries regarding this manuscript which I would like the authors to address and which are presented below in roughly the order in which they appear in the manuscript. I also have a number of relatively major concerns with the manuscript, concerning the stimuli used -specifically, the lack of control images and the apparent lack of validation of the health warnings into the different health warning categories. I provide more information about these concerns in points 2 and 19 below, and in particular, would appreciate a detailed response to these concerns.
Methods
1. More information about how the health warnings were created should be provided. For example, the authors report that health warnings were taken from 'different countries', but it is not clear which countries these were taken from and whether warnings were redesigned so they all had a similar format. (From Figure 1 this seems to be the case, but this should be clarified in the text).
All images contained a graphical and textual element. In all images, the textual element was the same. We now provide copies of all the images in Supplementary Materials Figure 1 so that readers can inspect them individually.
2. A major concern is that the authors do not seem to have validated the health warning categories each warning was assigned to. For example, how was it decided that images fitted into the suffering category? Was this decided only by the authors? Indeed, in the discussion, the authors state that there may have been some contamination between the groups of health warnings. Given that this manuscript aimed specifically to distinguish between neural patterns for the different health warnings, it seems important to confirm that the study participants considered these health warnings to belong to these categories. This would have been achieved by asking a subset of participants before the main experiment to report which category the health warnings fitted into.
We have used imagery categories to which both adult smokers and adolescents have had differential responses to in prior research and have added additional information to clarify this. In the revised discussion section, we now mention that future research may consider asking participants to sort imagery into categories to address this concern (page 15, line 22).
"One possible concern with the present results is that we did not confirm our specific sample of participants considered each pictorial HWL to belong to one category or another. Future research may consider asking participants to sort pictorial HWLs into categories to address this concern" 3. It also does not appear that the text health warnings used were adequately counterbalanced between the three health warning groups. Given that the authors aimed to distinguish between the different pictorial health warnings, it seems important to only change the pictorial used and keep the text consistent. Instead, the health warning texts were different between the health warning subtypes. Thus, any differences observed may be a result of the text used, rather than the pictorial.
We apologize for the confusion here. The textual element was perfectly matched across the three HWL types. We now indicate this in the text (Page 7, line 10), and we have included Supplementary Materials (Figure 1 ) to show how this was done.
4. It is not clear why ratings of the self-reported arousal and effectiveness of the health warnings were carried out prior to the main imaging experiment. Given that familiarisation with the warnings was a concern, these ratings should have been conducted after the imaging phase -what was the justification for doing this before the main study?
The primary reason for collecting the self-report ratings before the fMRI experiment was to minimize respondent burden, as the fMRI protocol lasted an hour. We gauged this as a greater concern than familiarization, especially as smokers are usually exposed to HWLs many times every day. In fact, one-shot forced exposure to HWLs that participants have never seen before is a limitation in much of the prior experimental research. We describe these issues in the discussion (Page 7, line 20 through page 8, line 3)
5. Were health warnings randomly assigned within blocks and runs?
The health warnings were pseudo-randomly chosen between blocks and runs to ensure equal repetition of images in all three categories. All labels were presented an equal number of times during the course of the entire experiment.
6. Further clarification about the structure of the runs and blocks should be provided. Currently, the authors state that in each run (of which there were 4), 570 images were presented (57 images, each presented 10 times). However, the authors later state that in each run, there were 10 blocks of each stimulus type and in each block, 5 health warnings were shown. If this were the case, only 150 images would be shown in each run. This discrepancy should be clarified and it should be made clear how many stimuli were shown in each block and each run.
This has been clarified as follows in the revised version of the manuscript. (page 8, line 19) "During 50 minutes of MRI scanning, each participant completed a single, high resolution structural scan, as well as four functional MRI task runs. Each functional run was 10 minutes and 24 seconds in duration. During the entire scanning session of four runs, each of the 57 images (19 graphic images, 19 suffering images and 19 symbolic images) was presented a total of 10 times each. These images were presented using a block design format. Each block of stimuli was 15 seconds in duration and consisted of the serial presentation of 5 images from the relevant condition (or fixation cross for Rest), separated by 1 second of fixation. A total of 40 blocks (10 graphic images, 10 suffering images, 10 symbolic images and 10 Rest) were presented during each of four functional runs, for a total of 150 HWLs per functional run (50 in each category). The 150 images within a given functional run were randomly chosen from a pool of 600 images created at the beginning of the scanning session. This pool of 600 images consisted of 10 of each individual HWL (10*19*3 = 570), with the remaining 30 being randomly chosen (10 pseudo-random choices from each category-the constraint being that they all had to be different, i.e. no repeats within this subset) (Figure 1) The order of presentation of the blocks within a given functional run was chosen from one of eight pseudo-randomly generated trial orders. These orders were constrained such that i) each condition was equally likely to follow any other condition within a certain functional run; and ii) blocks of the same trial type never occurred more than three times in a row. Each of the four functional runs was identical in duration and content with the exception of the random assignment of images from each condition to its corresponding block. Importantly, the total time (and thus total number of brain volumes recorded) spent showing blocks of each picture type was identical to the total time spent showing Rest blocks." 7. In the 'Smoking Status Screening' section, the authors state that participants were screened to confirm smoking status. However, it is not clear what screening cut-offs were used and whether any participants were excluded based on this screening.
All participants provided Co and cotinine, which confirmed self-reported smoking status. We did not use any cut-offs or exclude any participants. Future studies could consider whether level of addiction influences HWL responses, as we suggest in the discussion .
8. The structure of the methods and in particular the procedures section should be reconsidered. Currently, information which should not be in the procedure (i.e. 'Image acquisition') is included, whereas information about the scan is not included. Information concerning the pre-study health warning rating should also be included in the Procedures section. There is no information in the procedure concerning what happened after scanning and how participants were debriefed and reimbursed.
The methods section has been restructured in the revised manuscript, which we believe makes the manuscript clearer (See page 6, line 5): 10. In the Data processing and Modelling section, more information regarding how the data from the different runs was aggregated should be included.
We have added details regarding the fact that all data was aggregated across the four functional runs (Page 10, line 18).
"For our primary analysis, functional data across the four runs was modeled as a boxcar canonically convolved hemodynamic response function (duration 10 seconds). For results regarding between session differences (i.e. neural adaptation), condition-specific activation within each functional run was modeled as a separate set of events." Results 11. In the 'Self-reported ratings of HWLs' section, the authors should report the results of the one-way ANOVA before reporting the results of the post-hoc tests.
We have changed the order and now report results of one-way ANOVAs prior to results from post-hoc t-tests (see page 11, line 20).
12. It is not clear why participants were asked to report both effectiveness and arousal ratings for the health warnings. Why was an aggregate score for each health warning not used? The authors note that a 'similar pattern of results' was obtained when analysing the effectiveness ratings, however it is not clear whether this refers to the analysis of the self-reported ratings or of the imaging data.
We asked participants about arousal and effectiveness because these measures have been used in prior experiments that rely on self-reported ratings. We collected data for both of these measures in case there was a difference in the pattern of responses, which there was not, as self-reported responses were strongly correlated across image styles (range r=0.87-0.90), as we note in the text. When replicating our analyses using an aggregate score, the pattern of results is the same, with only a slight variation in the significance values. We have clarified the definition of 'similar pattern' in the revised version: (page 12, line 8)
"When the same analyses were conducted using perceived effectiveness, we obtained a similar pattern of results (i.e., graphic > suffering > symbolic). "
13. In the 'fMRI one back task' section, the authors should make it clear why only data from 176 out of 200 runs were analysed -was this due to hardware error, participant error, task error etc? Is this exclusion of data the same for imaging data?
This was due to hardware error caused by other MR users scanning before us. This was corrected as soon as it was discovered. We did not exclude the imaging data as we did monitor the participants' error rates online and ensure they were paying attention (they were just not recorded). (page 12, line 13)
"Data from 24 of the runs was lost due to experimenter error. We did not exclude the imaging data from these participants as we did monitor the participants' error rates online and ensure they were paying attention (they were just not recorded)."
14. The final sentence of the 'fMRI one back task' section is unclear and should be reworded.
We have rewritten this sentence and it now appears as: (page 12, line 17)
"Moreover, post-hoc comparison failed to reveal any significant differences between error rates in any two runs (all p-values > 0.33). "
15. The first sentence of the second paragraph of the 'Main effects of pictorial HWLS on neural responses' section should be reworded for simplicity.
For simplicity sake this sentence now reads: (page 13, line 9) "We performed additional analyses in order to identify brain areas that responded maximally to graphic HWLs, less to suffering HWLs and least to symbolic HWLs."
16. It is not clear why peak activations were used to identify ROIs for the additional analyses of the correlation between brain activation and self-reported ratings, rather than anatomically defined regions. Were anatomically defined regions used for the previous analyses?
We did not use anatomically defined regions. We defined our ROIs using peak activations that fell within our regions of interest since we already hypothesized that we would observe activation within those regions. We expected that precisely where the activation would occur would vary depending on the exact population, conditions, etc. This is the approach used in a prior (and now cited) publication by R.D.N.
17. The 'fMRI response' section should be divided into further sections, including those for the primary outcome -the main effects of pictorial HWLs on neural responses, and the secondary outcomes -the correlation between self-reported ratings and neural responses, and the exploratory outcomes -the effect of BOLD signal adaptation. In addition, the section on the correlation seems to be split into two separate paragraphs in the results section.
The 'fMRI response' section is now further subdivided into sections as requested. (page 12, line 21)We have ensured that this matches with our primary and secondary goals (in the introduction) and the structure of our discussion (see below comment). We agree that this greatly clarifies things. 18. For the multiple regression analysis for the correlation between self-reported ratings and neural responses, the authors should make it clear whether means for neural responses and self-reported ratings were calculated at the participant level (i.e. a single mean for each participant for the IV and DV), or whether these were calculated at the HWL level (i.e. a mean for each HWL for each participant for both the IV and DV).
We have clarified this in the text of the revised manuscript:
"For the multiple regression analysis between self-reported ratings and neural responses reported below, means for neural responses were calculated at the HWL level (mean values were calculated for each participant for the neural response in each Region of interest and for each HWL subtype)."
19. Given that few differences were observed between the different HWLs, it would have been interesting to measure brain activation to control images. Perhaps this is only evident with hindsight, but could the authors please explain why control images were not included in the initial design. Without control images, it is difficult to disentangle what brain activation was unique to the health warnings.
We agree that brain activation for control images would be highly informative although we did not include it in the current design. We have noted this limitation in the revised manuscript (see above comment by additional reviewer). 20. Participants gave low self-reported ratings of the arousing nature of the symbolic health warnings. From Figure 5 , it appears as though a floor effect may be effecting the correlations. The authors should explore this possibility and perhaps include this as a limitation in the discussion.
While 38 out of 50 participants scored below 3 when rating symbolic stimuli, we would like to note that there was still quite some variation in those who scored between one and three.
21. It is not clear why the correlation between activation in the OCC and self-reported ratings is presented in Figure 5 and not any other region, particularly given the OCC is not mentioned in the text.
This has been clarified. We were using OCC to refer to the Visual Association Cortex. The text in the figure now corresponds to the text in the main document.
22. The authors argue that neural responses decrease after repeated exposure, however, it is not clear whether the participants were already familiar with the health warnings at the beginning of the experiment. For how long were participants familiarised to them during the initial rating phase? Why was this not done at the end of the experiment (after the imaging), to prevent the effects of familiarisation? It is possible that this attenuation of neural responses is a result of participant boredom during the scanning -was this assessed? If the authors had included control stimuli which were different in every run, this could have been determined.
We agree that this experiment was not optimally designed to address this. However, we familiarization, as noted above, is a common a limitation in much of the prior experimental research see (Page 7, line 20) Discussion 23. In the second sentence of the discussion, it would be better to report the actual brain areas (i.e. insula, amygdala and visual association cortex).
This sentence has been rewritten as follows: (page 25, line 1) "The present study explicitly measured neural responses to observation of pictorial HWLs in a population of confirmed cigarette smokers. Results indicated that pictorial HWLs of all types elicited activation in areas associated with visual processing (i.e. visual association cortex), as well as the processing of fear (i.e. amygdala) and disgust (i.e. insula)"
24. As with the results section, the order of the discussion needs to be reconsidered. For example, the reporting of the secondary goal (the correlation between self-reported ratings and neural responses) is presented in the 'Main effects of HWL type' section.
We have reordered the discussion to match the reorganized Results section (page 15, line 11).
25. Some sections in the discussion are speculative (e.g. the section describing the relationship between the symbolic images and activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus). These sections should be described in the text as such.
We refer to possible explanations and note when we are speculating:
"To the extent that HWL effectiveness depends on enduring emotional responses, neural adaptation to repeated exposure may be an important issue to consider in future research." (page 22, line 1) "One possible explanation for this finding is that these stimuli may have been particularly effective at eliciting the types of interpersonal comparisons and or emotions (i.e. empathy) that individuals typically make when seeing the negative effects of their own behaviors in others." (page 20, line 23)
26. The final paragraph of the Discussion, before the Summary, is also fairly speculative and the final sentence trails off and should be completed.
We have revised this and completed the thought as follows: (page 20, line 13) "Future brain imaging studies might explore this possibility by simultaneously monitoring brain activity and gaze behavior. A better understanding of the how people process graphical and textual elements of HWLs, and how attention to one or the other affects neural processing, may help inform the design of future HWLs."
27. Study limitations are not discussed.
We have added a Study Limitations section in the revised manuscript. Tables and Figures   28 . Given the large number of tables and figures, and that the majority of the information in Table 1 is presented in the 'Population Variables' section, the authors should consider removing this table.
We thank the reviewer for this comment. In order to address but still allow full access to results we have moved this table to the Supplementary Materials. Tables 2 to 5 into one larger table, Tables 2 to 5 are presented in order of t-values, but perhaps the ROIs should be presented first.
The authors should consider combining
We have now put ROIs in BOLD in order to improve readability and address this concern (Table 1 , page 26, line 1)
31. The authors should consider presenting slices rather than 3D images in Figure 3 .
We chose the inflated brain to give a general impression of the magnitude of surface activation across the three conditions since the location and extent of specific activations is contained in the Table 2 ) and suffering > graphic : graphic > suffering (Supplementary Table  3 )." 33. The caption for Figure 1 should be completed.
We have completed the caption in the submitted revision (See figure 1, page XX).
34. Figure 2 should be reformatted according to journal style (i.e. removing heading, border, gridlines). The y axis label should also be relabelled as the rating scale went from 1-9, not 1-10 (and this is also incongruent with the y axis which goes from 0 to 8). The caption for this figure should also be edited, as currently, information about error bars are presented twice and the apostrophe on HWLs should be removed.
Figure 2 has been reformatted and the y-axis / y-axis labels have been corrected. The repetitive mention of error bars in the caption has been corrected.
35. In Figure 4B , the labels on the x axis should read 'Run' rather than 'Session'.
The labels now read Run rather than Session and are consistent with the manuscript.
36. It is not clear where the images of the health warnings are shown -the text refers to the 'Supplementary materials', but it is not clear which figure this refers to.
The pictures are now included as Figure 1 in the Supplementary section. They had been erroneously omitted in our last submission.
37. Why is the image acquisition data etc included at the end of the text (is this a requirement of BMJ Open?) and furthermore, why is the 'image acquisition' section exactly the same as that written in the text, while the 'data pre-processing' and 'data analysis' section is different. These sections should be reworded for consistency with the main text.
We have removed the image acquisition, preprocessing and analysis data from the supplementary materials as it is already contained in the main text.
Other/minor comments 38. In the participants section, the authors should use the term 'normal or corrected to normal vision'
We have changed this in the text.
39. It is this reviewers opinion that the health warning group names (i.e. symbolic) should only be capitalised when referring to the group (i.e. 'the Symbolic group'), but not when referring to the characteristics of the images ('those symbolic health warnings').
We thank the reviewer for their comment. We now refer to the image types using lowercase throughout. Since there is no 'group', per-se, we do not use capital letters.
40. Be consistent when using the term 'a priori' in terms of both spelling and italicisation.
We are now consistent in how we use this term throughout the manuscript.
41. Be consistent when referring to terms which have been abbreviated (i.e. ROIs) -once they have been abbreviated, keep to that abbreviation, and vice versa.
We have revised the manuscript to take this into consideration (ROI, HWL, etc).
42. On page 7, the health warnings are referred to as 'ads'
We have corrected this in the text.
43. The penultimate sentence of the 'Neural responses to HWLs' section should be reworded.
The reworded sentence now reads:
"Each functional run contained either 5 or 6 repeated pictures which required the participant to press a button."
44. The manuscript would benefit from a thorough proof-read.
We have thoroughly reread the manuscript and corrected any errors we could find.
45. The term 'run' is used interchangeably with the term 'session'.
